Annual William Willetts Lecture 2010
“Chinese Export Ceramics for the Southeast Asian Market in the Victoria & Albert Museum”
by Rose Kerr
In conjunction with the Southeast Asian Ceramic Society’s 40th anniversary events, which included
mounting an exhibition “Southeast Asian Ceramics: New Light on Old Pottery” and publishing a book
of the same name, Rose Kerr was invited to give the Annual William Willetts Lecture.
The subject is a work in progress of a collection that she knows very well, but hardly had time to
research while working at the Victoria & Albert Museum. As a specialist in Chinese Ceramics, this
forms part of the book that she is writing. Entitled “Chinese Export Ceramics in the Victoria & Albert
Museum” and written by Rose Kerr, Luisa Mengoni and Ming Wilson, it is due to be published early
2011. Dealing mainly with porcelain and with European markets, there is a section devoted to other
markets, namely a large group of porcelains for the Middle East, Japan and Southeast Asia.
In this talk, the emphasis was on the Southeast Asian collection in the museum which was brought in
by individuals during the course of the latter half of the 19th and the early 20th century. This was a time
of scientific effervescence, the start of the Industrial Revolution. Enthusiasm reigned but it would take
much time before rigorous procedures were instituted.
Representative of this era, the collections were less than ideally catalogued. Collectors such as Sir
John Addis, John Hewitt, a certain Mr. GM Baker and an unknown individual contributed to the
growth of the museum’s archaeological objects. Often perceived as mere evidence for trade and
industry, the collection took on a more humane aspect via the anecdotes told about these individuals,
sometimes hilarious.
The collection in question was divided into four different groups: those for and acquired in the
Philippines; those bought in Sarawak, Malaysia; those from Brunei and finally, from Thailand.
The Philippines
The first group was donated by Sir John Addis, British Ambassador to the Philippines from 1963-69.
During his term in Manila, he attended archaeological excavations there, eventually becoming
colleague to the Locsins, authors of “Oriental Ceramics Discovered in the Philippines” (1968). Most
of his donations contained early Ming blue and white ware with good provenance, such as in Fig. 2
below. It is interesting to note the dates of these pieces. The 14th century saw the publication of works
such as Wang Da Yuan’s “Description of the Barbarians of the Isles”, while the early 15th was marked
notably by Zheng He’s voyages.

Fig. 1
Celadon Jar (H: 7cm)
14th century

Fig. 2
Three blue and white dishes (D: 9.3, 10.3, 10cm)
Early 15th century

Sarawak
The next batch was from John Hewitt, the fifth curator of the Sarawak State Museum (established in
1888), Borneo. Just before leaving for South Africa in 1908, he contacted the V&A, and sold 22
pieces for a sum of £24, enough to set him in his new career. Among the specimens were vases
“obtained from a tribe in Borneo, by whom they were greatly prized, and that they do not part with
them except in cases of urgent necessity.” This lends some amount of mystery to an already
imperfectly understood collection. The noted curator and scholar Bernard Rackham wrote, in 1909,
“The best pieces are the celadon and white wares exhibiting a minutely crackled glaze which I believe
to date from the Sung dynasty.” A number of these have since been seen in collections around the
world and we now know that many of them come from various kilns in China and were made for
export.

Fig. 3
Dish (D: 19.5cm)
18th century

Fig. 4
Jar (H: 14.5cm)
18th century

Fig. 5
Blue and white jar (H: 27.4cm)
Second half of 16th century

Fig. 6
Dish (D: 39.5cm)
16th-17th century

Brunei
The third category hails from Brunei and came to the V&A in 1914 via a certain Mr. G.M. Baker. Not
much is known of the person, although a number of letters state that he worked in Southeast Asia. As
this was just before the First World War, funds were lacking, and the Director, Sir Cecil Harcourt
Smith, personally loaned the museum the necessary capital (£40) to acquire these 17 pieces. Almost a
century later, we can safely state that it was extremely fortunate that this collection was purchased just
before the outbreak of a devastating war. Among the items is a dish with calligraphy on its bottom
stating that it was made for the “North Bridge Noodle Shop”, but where exactly this shop is located is
unknown – could it have been in Singapore, China or Brunei? What is remarkable about this group is
that, although their actual provenance remains unspecified, the ceramics were export ware of varying
quality and generally of lower grades. This raises questions as to the tastes and means of the Southeast
Asian market for acquiring such pieces.

Fig. 7
Underfired An Ping Hu Jar (H : 17cm)
From Shaowu, Sidu kiln
17th century (Late Ming, early Qing)

Fig. 9
Censer with metal-bound rim and stand (H:
26.2cm)
Probably from Hua’an, Donxi kiln
18th century (Mid-Qing for the Southeast Asian
market)

Fig. 8
Dish (D: 18.7cm)
Probably from Hua’an, Donxi kiln
18th century (Mid-Qing for the Southeast Asian
market)

Thailand
The final group shown consisted of Thai pieces that were obtained from an unnamed individual
around the 1930s. At the heels of the Great Depression, there was no interest in the acquisitions in the
V&A, and hence, no provenance was provided nor any other useful information given. However, these
pieces were of a unique style, probably made during the mid-Qing era. They were for the exclusive
use of the Royal Siam court, mainly food and cosmetic containers. The shapes, motifs and colours
were customised for the Thai market, of the Bencharong style (5 colours). Usually, these were
enamelled all over in a range of brilliant tones in which red, yellow, black, white and turquoise green
predominated. Later, pink, purple, blue and orange were added to the palette. In comparison with
similar ware from a Norwegian collection that Rose had catalogued, she learnt that some of the pieces
were made in China, while others were enamelled in Thailand. There exists three different types of
bodies and some of them have underglaze blue painting. This led to a hypothesis that the ceramics
were exported naked and then coloured in Thailand.

Fig. 10
Bowl (D: 14.3cm)
18th-19th century

Fig. 11
Bowl (D: 17.7cm)
18th-19th century

Fig. 12
Bowl and cover (H: 16cm)
Mid 19th century

Wrapping up the talk, Rose emphasised that the aim was not to give a complete history of Chinese
export wares to Southeast Asia, merely an inquiry into what markets there were, for example, the
many kinds of crackled wares found in Borneo.
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